2 The abbreviations used are: MT, microtubule; MAP, MT-associated protein; MTOC, MT organizing center; MCAK, mitotic centromere-associated kinase; ϩTIP, plus-end tracking protein; EB, end-binding protein; CLIP, class II-associated invariant chain peptide; ␥-TB, ␥-tubulin; GCP, ␥-TB complex protein.
The microtubule (MT) cytoskeleton gives cells their shape, organizes the cellular interior, and segregates chromosomes. These functions rely on the precise arrangement of MTs, which is achieved by the coordinated action of MT-associated proteins (MAPs). We highlight the first and most important examples of how different MAP activities are combined in vitro to create an ensemble function that exceeds the simple addition of their individual activities, and how the Xenopus laevis egg extract system has been utilized as a powerful intermediate between cellular and purified systems to uncover the design principles of selforganized MT networks in the cell.
The microtubule (MT) 2 cytoskeleton forms the skeletal framework that gives eukaryotic cells their shape and organizes their cytoplasm by positioning organelles, providing tracks for transport, and establishing cell polarity. In an interphase cell, the MT cytoskeleton is also critical for cell motility and a key constituent of cilia and flagella. During cell division, the MT cytoskeleton gets remodeled into a spindle structure that segregates chromosomes. Each of these functions relies on a specific MT architecture, which must be capable of rapid and prolonged change followed by an eventual resumption of a steady state to respond to the cellular environment and morphology changes during growth and differentiation.
MTs are made of ␣/␤-tubulin heterodimers, which assemble into a polar, cylindrical structure in the presence of GTP and above the so-called critical concentration in vitro. MT growth phases alternate with swift shrinkage phases (dynamic instability), and their transitions are referred to as catastrophe (switching from growth to shrinkage) and rescue (switching from shrinkage to growth) (1) . In cells, a plethora of different MT-associated proteins (MAPs) regulate the MT-inherent abilities of MT nucleation and dynamics ( Fig. 1A) (2) . In addition, MT cross-linking proteins connect MTs into networks and molecular motors use MTs as tracks for cargo transport or transport MTs themselves ( Fig. 1A) . Altogether, different combinations of these four basic groups of MAP activities drive the self-organization of the MT cytoskeleton into discrete three-dimensional patterns ( Fig. 1B) (3) . Thus, they establish, maintain, and disassemble functional MT structures that are observed on the cellular level.
Traditionally, individual MAPs were identified by loss-offunction experiments in cells followed by their detailed in vivo and in vitro characterization. During the past decade, highthroughput genomic and proteomic screens accelerated MAP discovery by cataloging RNAi phenotypes and identifying novel microtubule binders, resulting in comprehensive lists of candidates involved in organizing the MT cytoskeleton in various cell states (4 -7) . Now, the challenge is to understand how these MAPs work together to establish the physiological MT architecture of the cell. What specific MAP building blocks can generate the MT networks that shape a dendrite or a polarized epithelial cell ( Fig. 1B) ? More generally, what are the basic principles for constructing a functional MT structure?
A key step toward answering these questions is a detailed understanding of the mechanism of individual motor and nonmotor MAPs, which has been emerging for many MAPs at the biochemical and structural level (8 -11) . Furthermore, pioneering in vitro reconstitution approaches demonstrated how individual MAPs, when mixed with static or dynamic MTs, act at the single MT level and contribute to simple microtubule patterns (3). However, the next critical step is to not only understand the mechanism of one MAP, but how combinations of MAPs together with MTs create physiological cytoskeletal structures in vitro. This will also address the more general question of how biological molecules, which act in the Å scale and in a transient fashion, generate self-organized assemblies in the m scale that enable cell function.
In this review, we discuss recent findings from in vitro reconstitutions of more than one type of MAP with MTs, which provide details on how complexity is formed in multicomponent systems. A surprising outcome of this approach is that the combination of two MAP activities is not necessarily additive, but can be synergistic. We will focus on the three basic MAP activities of MT dynamics regulation, transport, and nucleation, with the goal of linking these activities and explaining their effects within the context of larger cytoskeletal structures. The fourth MAP activity of MT cross-linking was recently reviewed separately (11, 12) . Last, we will highlight basic principles of MT self-organization derived from studies in cell extract, which is a powerful system that serves as an intermediate between cellular and purified systems.
In Vitro Reconstitution of Microtubule Dynamics

Microtubule Polymerases and Depolymerases Regulate Microtubule Dynamics
To organize MTs into functional networks, MAPs stimulate or reduce MT dynamics by affecting MT growth, shrinkage, and stabilization. MAPs achieve this by selectively binding to ␣/␤-tubulin dimers in defined conformations that will favor the process to be catalyzed (13) . A central point of regulation is the intrinsic curvature of the tubulin dimer, which it displays in isolation and which can be exploited to reduce MT stability (14) . In contrast, straightening of the tubulin dimer seems to occur only within the MT lattice and promotes MT growth (15) . Before describing some of the protein networks that affect MT dynamics and that have been reconstituted in vitro, we briefly introduce the individual molecular players.
MT depolymerases destabilize MTs by promoting catastrophe to regulate MT stability and length (8, 13) . Although many MT depolymerases exist in the cell, one of the best characterized ones in vitro is the kinesin-13 MCAK/XKCM1, which increases catastrophe rates in cells and regulates the size of MT structures (16, 17) . During mitosis, it plays an important role for chromosome segregation at kinetochores (18) and during anaphase (19) . In vitro, MCAK reaches both MT ends via a lattice diffusion process, where MCAK hydrolyzes ATP and distorts MT filaments by stabilizing tubulin dimer curvature to promote subunit release (20 -23) , facilitating MT disassembly and eliminating its dependence on the age of the MT ( Fig. 2A) (24) .
MT polymerases oppose depolymerases and promote growth or rescue depolymerizing MTs (8, 25) . One of the beststudied MT stabilizing agents in vitro is the MT polymerase XMAP215/ch-TOG (26), which enhances MT growth rates up to 10-fold. Individual molecules remain bound to growing plus-ends during multiple rounds of tubulin dimer addition mediated by several so-called TOG domains (26, 27) . TOG domains preferentially bind the curved conformation of tubulin dimers, which straighten when incorporated into the MT lattice and released by XMAP215 ( Fig. 2B) (28) .
In the cell, MT polymerases and depolymerases do not act individually on MTs, but work in a coordinated fashion to construct cell cycle-specific and local MT structures (29) . This is apparent by the high polymerization rates and catastrophe frequencies of MTs in vivo (30 -32) that are not displayed in MT dynamics from purified tubulin (33, 34) or with individual MAPs (see above). The first in vitro reconstitutions with combinations of the major MT polymerase, XMAP215, and the catastrophe factor, MCAK, approached physiological MT dynamics as observed in Xenopus extracts and demonstrated that a balance between an MT polymerase and an MT depolymerase is central to MT dynamics in cells ( Fig. 2C) (35) . However, MT dynamics and length distributions did not fully match in vivo parameters, indicating involvement of other MAPs.
Adding Complexity via ؉ TIPs
The next level of complexity for regulating MT dynamics is added by special MT plus-end tracking proteins (ϩTIPs), which additionally recruit MT polymerases and depolymerases, as well as other MAPs (10, 36) . The most central ϩTIPs, which recruit most other ϩTIPs to growing MT ends and are critical regulators of MT dynamics, are end-binding (EB) proteins (36 -38) . The canonical ϩTIP end-binding protein 1 (EB1) itself acts as a maturation factor by transitioning GTP to GDP-tubulin at the MT end in vitro ( Fig. 2D) (39) . ϩTIPs bind via their SxIP motif containing the amino acid sequence (S/T)X(I/L)P motif to EB homology (EBH) domains (40) or via CAP-Gly domains that recognize a EEY/F-COO Ϫ motif at the C terminus of EBs (10, 41) . It has been demonstrated in vitro that the ϩTIP proteins CLIP-170, MACF, STIM1, and CLASP2 are directly recruited by EB1 to MT plus-ends (40, (42) (43) (44) (45) .
Interestingly, in cells, the MT depolymerase MCAK tracks growing MT plus-ends, rather than shortening ones, which relies on the interaction with EBs (21, 46) . In vitro, plus-tip tracking of MCAK could be reconstituted in the presence of the EB family member EB3, which directly binds to MCAK via a SKIP motif and counteracts MCAK by stabilizing the MT growth phase ( Fig. 2E) (47) . EB3 increases the association rate of MCAK with MTs, thereby targeting MCAK to growing MT ends. This increases the catastrophe frequency and thus, MCAK and EB3 together induce rapid switching between MT growth and MCAK-induced depolymerization in vitro, providing an example of how EBs can regulate MT dynamics through direct recruitment of a modulator of MT dynamics (47) . This plus-tip activity of MCAK is functionally important in mitosis, where MCAK regulates the length of MTs to promote robust attachments between spindle MTs and kinetochores (48) and at centromeres, where depolymerization activity is controlled by Aurora B and gets locally activated by the inner centromere KinI stimulator (ICIS) (49, 50) . In cells, the ICIS homologue TIP150 was also shown to be an EB-dependent ϩTIP, which further enhances MT plus-end localization of MCAK (51), indicating yet another layer of MCAK targeting to the MT plus-end via a ϩTIP that is itself also recruited by EBs. In an analogous manner, MCAK interacts with the EB1-dependent plus-tip tracking kinesin 8 Kif18b, and this interaction is required for robust MT depolymerization in cells (52, 53) . The specificity of MCAK as a plus-end depolymerase could be further regulated by the minus-end-binding proteins patronin/CAMSAP (54 -56) and MCRS1 (57) , which block MCAK activity at the MT minus-end to enhance MT stability ( Fig. 2G ). However, the mechanism(s) of how EB1, EB3, TIP150, Kif18b, patronin, and MCRS1 work in concert to affect the depolymerase activity of MCAK, and how this influences the interplay with XMAP215, remains to be determined.
Not surprisingly, the MT polymerase XMAP215 also does not act autonomously on MT plus-ends. In Xenopus egg extracts, an interaction between EB1 and XMAP215 is important for physiological MT growth rates between 10 and 20 m/min, proper spindle assembly, and chromosome segregation (58) . This effect was investigated in vitro, where EB1 and XMAP215 combined had a much larger effect on MT growth rates than XMAP215 (10-fold increase) or EB1 (1.5-fold increase) alone with rates up to 20 m/min, the highest rates ever observed outside cells ( Fig. 2F) (59) . This must be close to the maximum possible polymerization rate because the association rate constant for tubulin addition approached the maximum diffusion limited rate with up to 7.6 M Ϫ1 s Ϫ1 per protofilament (59) . The two proteins do not interact before binding to the MT end nor through canonical EB1 protein interactions, and they do not affect each other's localization, suggesting that the synergistic effect is allosteric. EB1 could be substituted by the lattice-straightening drug taxol without lowering the synergistic growth rates with XMAP215, providing further evidence that EB1 may affect the structure of the MT lattice (59) . Besides direct recruitment via EBs and via ϩTIPs that also bind to EBs, allosteric interactions through the MT lattice are yet another mode of how MAPs can affect each other's activity.
If EB1 and XMAP215 do not interact on an MT in vitro, how then can the interaction of EB1 and XMAP215, revealed by pulldown experiments from extracts (58) , be explained? In Drosophila S2 cells, the XMAP215 homologue Minispindles (Msps) requires EB1 to track MT plus-ends in mitosis and interphase. Curiously, Msps also requires an interaction with the ϩTIP Sentin to track plus-ends (60) . Sentin is the dominant cargo for EB1 in S2 cells, and its depletion led to shorter spindles and less dynamic MTs, as did the EB1 and XMAP215 codepletion. However, EB1-recruited Sentin displayed growth acceleration and catastrophe-promoting activity independent of XMAP215 in addition to recruiting this MAP to plus-ends. In vitro reconstitution with these three factors generated the most dynamic MTs, displaying a synergistic increase in growth rate and number of rescue events (Fig. 2H) (60) . Similarly, the human EB1-binding protein SLAIN2 contributes to the localization of the human XMAP215 homologue ch-TOG to growing MT plus-ends in interphase and strongly stimulated processive MT polymerization ( Fig. 2J) (61) . Depletion or disruption of the SLAIN2-ch-TOG complex led to disorganization of MT arrays. Thus, XMAP215/ch-TOG and EB1 together modulate MT dynamics via allosteric interactions and via the ϩTIP SLAIN2. This in vitro reconstitution of three MAPs and dynamic MTs provides a valuable basis for future investigations of ϩTIP networks because SLAIN2 further binds to EB1, CLIPs, and CLIP-associated proteins.
Dynamic Competition at Crowded Microtubule Ends
The studies on Sentin and SLAIN2 exemplify how complex ϩTIP networks regulate dynamics at growing MT plus-ends. However, the variety and number of ϩTIPs exceed the number of binding sites at the growing MT plus-end, raising the question how a particular ϩTIP ensemble is assembled and regulated in the cell. A recent in vitro study addressed for the first time how a cargo complex is targeted to MT plus-ends under competitive conditions, in this case the minus-end-directed motor protein dynein (62) . Dynein's adapter complex dynactin contains a p150 Glued subunit, which contains a CAP-Gly domain and is targeted via EB1 to MT plus-ends. However, if a more competitive binder occupies this binding site, p150 Glued can use the EB homology domain of CLIP-170 for its plus-end localization instead (Fig. 2I ). This finding explains why both EB1 and CLIP-170 are necessary in vivo for this localization pathway. Besides this dynactin-dependent pathway, alternative pathways exist to enrich dynein at the MT plus-end, which does not depend on dynactin but the dynein regulator LIS1 (63-65). By reconstituting such an alterative pathway from yeast in vitro, Roberts et al. (66) revealed that the yeast LIS1 and a CLIP-170 homologue are sufficient to couple dynein to Kip2, a plus-enddirected kinesin (Fig. 2I ). Dynein resists its plus-end-directed transport by Kip2, but this is overcome by both CLIP-170 and EB1, which strengthen the interaction between Kip2 and MTs. These alternative pathways may not be mutually exclusive, depending on cell type, in particular because transporting dynein to the MT plus-end is a critical first step to allow for essential dynein transport events toward the minus-end (65). These pioneering in vitro studies of more than three MAP types with MTs demonstrate that there is a binding hierarchy for limited and alternative binding sites, which guide dynamic assembly of ϩTIP ensembles. The in vitro reconstitutions further show that different MAP combinations regulate individual MT dynamics and thereby establish MT network architecture and function.
Coordinated Transport by Molecular Motors in Vitro
Besides regulating the intrinsic dynamics of MTs, the precise arrangement of MTs must be controlled to build the MT cytoskeleton of the cell. This construction role is carried out by molecular motors and MT-bundling proteins. Molecular motors are best known for transporting various forms of cargo along MTs throughout the cell. The mechanism of individual motor types has been well studied, in particular the plus-enddirected kinesin motor family (9) . Although many functionally distinct kinesin motor proteins in the kinesin superfamily exist in a cell and provide a diversity of cargo binding domains (67) , there is only one cytoplasmic dynein 1 that acts as the major processive minus-end-directed motor in most eukaryotic cells (68) . Instead, multiple adapter proteins recruit the soluble pool of cytoplasmic dynein to specifically transport a variety of cargoes, such as organelles, viruses, and mRNAs.
Recently, two in vitro reconstitution studies with motor proteins and multiple components provided novel insight into how their transport is coordinated. In contrast to yeast dynein (69), purified mammalian dynein is not processive (70) , although cytoplasmic dynein transports its cargoes over long intracellular distances. This mystery could be resolved by the addition of the accessory dynactin complex and the dynein binding region of the cargo adapter BICD2, or other cargo-specific adapter proteins, to purified dynein, which surprisingly stimulated the processivity of human dynein in vitro (71, 72) . Thus, dynein becomes specifically activated for long intracellular transport only when the motor is bound to its cargo.
The sorting of cargoes in the cell is regulated, yet cargoes in a cell exhibit bidirectional movement because multiple copies of dynein and kinesin simultaneously bind to them (73) . How directed transport can be achieved by a mixed motor ensemble was unclear. Derr et al. (74) developed a unique in vitro tool in the form of a programmable, synthesized cargo using threedimensional DNA origami to study this question; specifically, how do motor type, number, spacing, and orientation affect cargo transport? In ensembles of one to seven identical-polarity motors, motor number had a minimal affect on directional velocity, whereas ensembles of opposite-polarity motors engaged in a tug-of-war resolvable by disengaging one motor species. Although this pioneering study provided new insight into how molecular motors coordinate intracellular transport, more research will be required to understand how motor ensembles move cargo. MTs themselves can also be cargoes, and many MAPs transport, slide, or push MTs to arrange them into functional cytoskeletal structures, which has recently been reviewed (11, 12) .
Microtubule Nucleation
Another key step in generating a specific MT architecture is to regulate when, where, and how MTs are made. In a cell, MTs are mostly observed to originate from MT organizing centers (MTOCs). Although MTOCs were originally synonymous with centrosomes, many other MTOCs have been identified in the meantime, such as chromosomes, the nuclear envelope, the Golgi apparatus, the plasma membrane, and MTs themselves (75) . MT nucleation from MTOCs depends on the nucleation factor ␥-tubulin (␥-TB), which associates with additional ␥-TB complex (GCP) proteins. In higher eukaryotes, ␥-TB and GCPs 2-6 form a distinctive ring-shaped structure, hence its name ␥-TB ring complex (␥-TuRC, Fig. 1A) . Although in vitro polymerized MTs contain variable protofilament numbers (76) , it contains predominantly 13 in vivo. This defined number is templated by a ring of 13 ␥-TB molecules in ␥-TuRC that then binds tubulin dimers via the ␣ subunit interface (77) .
The nucleation activity of purified ␥-TB complexes is surprisingly low and led to the suggestion that ␥-TB complexes must be activated besides being localized to their respective MTOC. Genetic screens in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, in which GCPs 4 -6 are absent and two ␥-TB molecules form a tetrameric ␥-TB small complex (␥-TuSC) with GCPs 2 and 3, and Schizosaccharomyces pombe, in which GCPs 4 -6 are not essential, identified many ␥-TuSC-interacting proteins. Similarly, in higher eukaryotes, ␥-TuRC-interacting proteins were recently uncovered by immunoprecipitations and co-purifications (78, 79) . In parallel, cell-free Xenopus laevis egg extract has been a powerful system to identify new MTOCs and MT nucleation effectors, such as centrosomes, chromatin beads (80), RCC1 (Ran guanine nucleotide exchange factor) beads (81) , Aurora A beads (82) , and MTs themselves during branching MT nucleation (83) . However, only a few of the binding partners and effectors were tested for direct and individual effect in a purified in vitro experiment. Specifically, the kinase NME7 and the centrosomal protein CDK5RAP2 enhanced ␥-TuRC MT nucleation activity by 2.5-and 7-fold, respectively, in vitro (78, 84) . Thus, evidence in yeast and higher eukaryotic cells suggests that an assembly of proteins is required to recruit, transport, and tether ␥-TB complexes to MTOCs, where they are specifically activated, but how they achieve this remains to be determined.
Assembly and Scaling of Self-organized Microtubule Structures
The ultimate challenge is to synthesize a model of how individual MAP activities, which regulate MT dynamics, transport, nucleation, and cross-linking, establish cellular MT structures. Because mitotic and meiotic spindles are easily built and altered in Xenopus egg extract and we known many of the biochemical parameters of spindle MAPs, they have been favored structures for both theoretical and experimental examination of the principles of self-organization and scaling. Theoretical modeling has been instrumental for our understanding of how larger scale structures such as the spindle form (85, 86) . Recently, it was discovered that bipolar structures with antiparallel fluxing MTs as in a spindle could be formed in silico with dynamic MTs, an MT cross-linking force, and antiparallel sliding activity, and pole formation was achieved by the addition of a NuMA-like minus-end cross-linker and directed transport of MT depolymerization activity toward minus-ends (87) . Realistic MT lifetimes and MT length distributions required dynamic instability and minus-end depolymerization activities, yet meiotic spindle assembly could only be modeled by simulating MT nucleation specifically throughout the spindle and not only from the chromatin zone. The hypothesis that MT nucleation and transport drive spindle assembly, whereas MT dynamics are constant throughout the cytoplasm, has since been experimentally confirmed by novel measurements of spindle dynamics (88) and direct observations of ␥-TuRC within the mitotic spindle (89) .
One of the major structural parameters of the spindle that experimentalists have tried to tackle in vitro is size scaling. Xenopus tropicalis extract spindles are smaller than their X. laevis counterparts and serve as an optimal system to identify the molecular basis of spindle size difference (90) . Surprisingly, MT depolymerization activity via the MT-severing enzyme katanin was much higher in X. tropicalis egg cytoplasm than in X. laevis and was more concentrated at X. tropicalis spindle poles (91) . Katanin inhibition increased spindle length to a greater degree in X. tropicalis than X. laevis, suggesting that it acts as a scaling factor. Although the concentration of katanin was similar in both egg extracts, the catalytic p60 subunit of X. tropicalis katanin lacks an inhibitory Aurora B kinase phosphorylation site, which could explain its higher activity and implied that it is differentially regulated (Fig. 3, A and B) .
The differences between X. laevis and X. tropicalis extract spindles were further dissected based on evidence that X. tropicalis spindles resist inhibition of two factors essential for assembly of the larger X. laevis spindles: RanGTP and Eg5 (92) . The factor that is regulated by RanGTP and binds to Eg5 is TPX2, which is 3-fold more abundant in X. tropicalis extracts. Increased TPX2 level in X. laevis reduced spindle length and sensitivity to Ran and Eg5 inhibition. Curiously, the increased TPX2 led to heightened recruitment of Eg5 at the spindle poles, which consequently increased local MT density, suggesting that the balance of TPX2 and Eg5 modulates spindle architecture (Fig. 3, A and B) .
In parallel, further progress has been made in understanding how spindle geometry is controlled within one organism, and systematic, genome-wide screens for mitotic proteins in Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila S2 cells, and vertebrate cultured cells identified proteins that influence spindle length (93) . Within X. laevis egg extract spindles, MT polymerization is important for regulating spindle length. By engineering versions of XMAP215 with gradually increasing enzymatic activity, spindle length can be increased linearly with MT growth velocity, and thus XMAP215 controls the total mass of spindle MTs (Fig. 3, B and C) . This occurs without changing MT density, lifetime, and spindle shape, suggesting that spindle size is determined separately and by mass balance (94) . Similarly, the factors that determine spindle shape are not well established, and recent studies in human cells and C. elegans have shown that spindle shape scales anisotropically with spindle length and chromosome number (95, 96) . A and B, different regulation of katanin activity has been traced to make X. tropicalis spindles smaller than X. laevis spindles. TPX2 concentrations modulate the spindle architecture and lead to a concentration of MTs the poles of the X. tropicalis spindle. B and C, spindle length of the X. laevis spindle is determined by MT growth velocity, which can be modulated via XMAP215 activity. X. laevis spindles become smaller throughout development and between stage 3 and stage 8; the observed size difference can be contributed to differential regulation of kif2a.
If one considers the reduction in cell volume from a fertilized egg to a 1000-cell embryo, it is obvious why spindle size needs to be scaled (97) . The kinesin 13 kif2a was identified as a driver of this developmental spindle scaling. The MT-destabilizing activity of Kif2a is inhibited in stage 3 spindles by the transport receptor importin ␣ and activated in stage 8 when importin ␣ partitions to a membrane pool (Fig. 3, B and C) (98) . Changing spindle size in developing embryos had no effect on chromosome segregation, but interfered with spindle orientation, suggesting that it is coupled to cell size through a ratiometric mechanism controlling microtubule destabilization. This idea was further explored via an innovative system, in which Xenopus egg extracts were encapsulated using microfluidic technology (99, 100) . Both studies beautifully demonstrated that reductions in cytoplasmic volume, rather than developmental cues or changes in cell shape, were sufficient to recapitulate spindle scaling observed in Xenopus embryos. Thus, the amount of cytoplasmic material provides a mechanism for regulating the size of intracellular structures.
Concluding Remarks
With a near complete list of MAPs that build the MT cytoskeleton, a rich resource has been made available to now determine how MAP activities are coordinated in time and space to establish functional MT structures. Biochemical and structural studies of individual MAPs and their characterization at a mechanistic level will remain essentials that will benefit from recent advances in cryo-electron microscopy to achieve near atomic resolution of macromolecular assemblies. In vitro reconstitutions of combinations of MAPs will help explain how to build complexity, aided by innovations to precisely position individual molecules, to control the geometry of the sample chamber, and to routinely observe assemblies at the single molecule level and in a parallel manner using microfluidics. Ultimately, this will help uncover how MAPs can create macroscopic structures that form the MT cytoskeleton and narrow the gap that currently exists between purified in vitro systems and extract systems as well as in silico systems. This will simultaneously address an important, general question that the biochemistry of this century is facing: After having learned how individual proteins and protein complexes work, how do numerous factors and protein complexes act in concert to generate self-organized assemblies that enable cell function?
